Eagle Creek Fire Trail Assessment
Larch Mountain Trail 441 (Multnomah Lodge to Upper Viewing Platform)
Trail: Larch Mountain 441
Overall Condition: Poor

Miles: 1.0 (of 6.8) assessed

Date Assessed: 12/4/17
Wilderness: No

Tread: Approximately 90% of the trail is covered in rocks (up to 3’ high piles). Safe removal of these rocks
will be a challenge. Haven’t assessed the amount of damage to paved surface below the rocks (difficult to
do until rock is removed). There is one location of visible damage to trail (Figure 3). Multiple user-created
switchbacks exposed by fire.
Hazard Trees: Contractor is currently removing hazard trees in areas surrounding this section of the trail.
Brushing/Log Out: There are multiple maple trees and burnt logs as well as brush and other debris
covering much of the trail.
Infrastructure: Many of the signs and posts along the trail were destroyed. So was the fencing (Figure 1)
and Shady Creek Bridge (contract has been awarded for replacement when conditions allow). Some
sections of rock wall damaged and gabion reinforcements may be compromised. Upper viewing platform
not damaged.
Special Safety Concerns: Surrounding terrain is steep with concerns about destabilized boulders and
rocks. Historic Columbia River Highway and high-use lodge located directly below trail.

Figure 1 All of the fencing along the trail was destroyed or damaged
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Figure 2 Boulders and large rocks pose threat to
downslope workers

Figure 3 Damage to paved surface is visible below
pulaski handle

Figure 4 Example of rock fall covering much of the
trail
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Figure 5 Fallen trees, rock, and debris on trail make
it difficult to navigate

Figure 6 Uphill hazards consist of fire weakened
and dead trees, loose rock, and debris

Figure 7 Switchback 6 destroyed by rock slide

Figure 8 Damage to rock wall and undercut trail
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Figure 9 Erosion below gabion

Figure 10 Potential for future failure due to lack of vegetation

Figure 12 Hazard trees nearing Upper Viewing
Platform

Figure 11 Previous user created trails and shortcuts
are now exposed and vulnerable to future use
(Switchback 9)
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Figure 13 Trail to Upper Viewing Platform, area is
still fairly green

Figure 14 Debris pile helping hide the old
decommissioned trail to the viewpoint.

Figure 15 Other end of old trail to viewpoint is still
visible. Full decommission should be included in
restoration plan of the paved portion of Larch
Mountain Trail.

Figure 16 Staircase and viewing platform unharmed by fire
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